
Esther 1: 1


Then cause to exist in the days of ACxSURUS- 

As a theatrical production- staging the ingathering of original brothers joined together-

(sounds like a description of the “Confederated Tribes of YSRAL”)

as one sets spokes into a central hub of a wheel-

uprooting the established order- 

appointing a ruler who will align himself joyously with the way you were directed to go…

When what is written is made clear- 

as a hand stretched out to guide the steps-

When the ‘Vow of Seven’ is attested to as the spindle upon which is laid up the contingency for  
satisfaction, wealth, and whatever is desirable:

that Oath is what collects the “Lost Ten Tribes” back together.


Esther 2: 15


When finally it arrives, the searched for ‘Secret’- for which we have longed for, yearning…

to die of hunger for the want of…

yet at the same time what we loathed and abhorred-

As a maiden who is come of age- 

ready for love-

being found worthy of-

and with desire to “join the colors” with mutual enthusiasm…

* Military Revolution

-by which one removes honey from the hive, removes pizza from the oven…

removes words from the cover of their obfuscation

* incite a Counter-Culture

Walk straight, confirm, validate the authentic by taking hold…       If Only !!!


As one who is deserving of gaining entrance to engage the King-

by walking with one measure as instructed-

without seeking for excuses to do otherwise-

Not setting one’s heart to desire anything else except for that which was told-  as He said.


Who would conquer himself ?

Inflame his own heart to learn ?

Buy instruction of how to be virtuous, dignified, to have integrity-

* ALEF-CxET-DALET : the same stature as the King Himself.


“One track mind”

a rut of spelling words-  Valley of Phonetics

(“Hey look- there goes ALEF-BET Boy !”)


Revise the text to shine

Make illustrious corrections so that what is regarded as idle prattle, 

can be studied at profound depth.


Imagine castrating your own King- distorting what He instructed you to guard, to observe…

then boasting about nullifying Him…


Astounding depth of audacity.


What has been hidden is “that which elevates”-

that which lifts us up to Majestic Poise




The “Secret” is that we have been deceived.


Beguiled


our favor is crashed into ruins.


We have the wrong map.   We can not navigate.  Words have been changed.


Meditate… think… like smelling nuances of wine…


“hidden Secret"… “disarranged”… “neutralized”… “contra-diction”… “covered over”… 


“Different Voice”


… can’t think…  beguiled…


reminds me of the ‘Garden of Eden Incident’…


doubting… questioning-  “Who is speaking truth?”…


What did He say ? …


CxET-NOON-NOON : how can I beautify myself ?   make myself favorable ?   Coquettish ?


as one He craves for ?


*What does YHUH desire ?     clear, obvious problem.


Seek, swell with desire… assess every evidence of pollution.


Just look at the MOEDIM… the appointed times of meeting…


Its all right there.


Exalt His Majesty with “understanding for all” .  

Make what He said perceptible.   

On exhibition.
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